Embedded systems have to perform reconfigurations in reaction to environment changes, related to resources or dependability. Managing this dynamical adaptivity, as in autonomic systems, is a control loop, on continuous or discrete criteria. Embedded systems are also safety-critical, and must be statically checkable for predictability, using formal techniques, e.g., the reactive systems approach based on state machines. We aim at drawing attention towards discrete controller synthesis (DCS) techniques, and tools to support them, based on previous work, and draw directions towards the model-based control of adaptive systems. 
CONTEXT
Embedded systems are proliferating, in a great variety of environments. Their design involves techniques ranging from application expertise, to software validation, and to System on Chip design. Embedded systems have to be more and more adaptive: they must perform reconfigurations in reaction to changes in their environment concerning e.g., power supply, communication bandwidth, quality of service, or also typically dependability and fault tolerance for a safe execution. The run-time management of this dynamical adaptivity is the object of research on ways to Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. design and implement adaptation strategies. One approach is autonomic computing, where functionalities are defined at middleware level, for sensing the state of a system, deciding upon reconfiguration actions, and performing them.
Embedded systems are by nature safety-critical, due to their deep interaction with their embedding environment, machines, goods or people, and also due to their wide-spread use and the cost of maintenance or recall of defect products. They have a special requirement for safe design, which classicaly contradicted dynamical operating system features. Obtaining static predictability is the goal of their specification, validation and verification techniques. The reactive systems approach exploits finite state models and automated algorithms for verification (model checking) or DCS.
STATEMENT
An important concern is then to combine these two different requirements for embedded systems i.e., to be adaptive and predictable. This goal can also be formulated as: a method for the safe design of safe execution systems, a technique for the static guarantee of correct dynamic reconfiguration, a tool for the off-line computation of run-time controllers. In this position paper, we argue that model-based reactive control of adaptive systems can contribute to this goal, in the following concrete directions:
1. modeling adaptation domains and reconfiguration mechanisms of adaptive systems in terms of their events and states, as discrete event systems;
2. stating the adaptation strategies and safety features in terms of logical properties;
3. obtaining their correct control using the available techniques for specifying, verifying, testing, compiling, and also, more originally, by solving this DCS problem;
4. obtaining control solutions adapted to each application, exploiting their specificities, thanks to the automation of the method that offers easy modifiability;
5. integrating these formal techniques in a user-aimed tool and method e.g., through the definition of domainspecific languages, with a compilation involving DCS;
6. integrating an executable form of the resulting controller into the execution platform at middleware-level.
Reconfigurable and autonomic systems can benefit from formally-based and mechanical techniques. DCS methods can benefit from being exposed to demands concerning: at the front-end, expressivity of models in the direction of timed or value-dependent behaviours; at the kernel, efficiency of computations and algorithms implemented in the tools; and also, at the back-end, execution schemes for the synthesized controllers. Connecting the areas of formal approaches and middleware-level adaptivity, that have developed independently until then, can benefit to the global corpus of design methods for embedded systems. DCS is an opportunity to introduce formal methods in industrial practice in a userfriendly way, e.g. using domain-specific languages, familiar to experts of applications, not of formal methods.
A full version of this paper is available [8] .
SAFE ADAPTIVE SYSTEMS
We base our statement on considerations arising from a survey of the literature, on the side of autonomic computing [5, 6] and adaptive systems [3] , as well as of discrete event systems and their control [7] ; but we base it also on experience gathered in previous work, which, although not explicitly related to adaptive systems, appears to have been an approach to similar goals [1, 4] .
Following the points in our statement, we propose that:
1. modeling adaptive systems in terms of their events and states can adequately be handled by using synchronous languages [2] : they provide for high-level language support for the structured construction of such automatabased models. With these tools, large application models composing numbers of smaller components, can be constructed from smaller behavioral models, describing e.g., activiy states of tasks, quality-levels and execution modes, availability states of resources [1, 4] .
2. stating the adaptation strategies and safety features can be done in terms of logical properties of these automata i.e., typically reachability of states, or invariance of subsets of the state-space, required or forbidden sequences of transitions [1] . Examples are: behaviours should remain invariantly within the sub-set of states declared to be safe, or the termination of the application should always be reachable (i.e., avoid entering sub-spaces from where there is no way to termination).
3. obtaining their correct control involves, given that some of the events on transitions are identified as being controllable (they can be taken or not according to the controller), applying the DCS technique. DCS computates the necessary constraints on controllable events so that the objective properties are satisfied by the resulting controlled system, for all possible uncontrollable inputs. When DCS is maximally permissive, the constraint on controllables is minimal: the most possible behaviors are kept. This can be formulated as: Whatever the uncontrollable inputs sequences, the controlled behavior satisfies the objectives. A concrete DCS synchronous tool is sigali [7] .
4. application-specific control solutions rely upon the fact that DCS provides us with an automated generation of these controllers, hence easy modifiability and regeneration of a controller; it opens the possibility for taking into account information about the application, in the form of another transition system model [4] , and generate application-specific solutions, which can make a more optimal use of the platform.
5. user-aimed tools and methods rely upon encapsulation of the automated DCS formal tools into user-friendly specific languages [4] , in terms of domain expertise, while compilation cares for formal technicalities.
6. executing controllers relies upon the automated code generation tools of the synchronous approach, where they are encapsulated in a reactive component, iteratively executing the controlled transition function.
RESEARCH DIRECTIONS
An important part of the work consists in a modeling activity, where we have to explore what adaptive systems do, what we can model properly (i.e., correctly and also efficiently), what we can handle (i.e., what problems we can contribute to). We are studying actual reflexive and adaptive platforms such as based on the Fractal model [3] . DCS techniques will be improved, especially in the direction of modularity, enabling more efficient controller computations on smaller models. The expressivity of models (and related algorithms) can be extended towards quantitative aspects, like time or value-domains of program variables, or also towards more complex behaviours and properties, involving control with its own state space in addition to that of the controlled system; these extensions have to be approached with consideration of their algorithmic cost.
Embedding the controller produced by DCS amounts to linking a decision component with the middleware layer, typically with the monitoring functions, and with the task and resource management API. The contents of this component can be optimized by transformation of the synthesized logical constraint to minimize size or evaluation time. The desire for decentralized control can be approached by exploring the application of distributed, asynchronous implementations of synchronous programs to the controlled system.
